
PELCO CALIPSA  
MAKE YOUR EXISTING CAMERAS SMARTER

Revolutionize your existing simple, motion-only cameras into deep learning, AI-capable cameras that can classify 
humans and vehicles.

FACT SHEET    PELCO CALIPSA 

PELCO CALIPSA BASIC 

A cost-effective solution that is easy to set up and provides cloud-based intelligence for all cameras 
without the need to purchase additional hardware. Calipsa Basic will reduce false alarms and allow 
you to focus on what matters most. 

PELCO CALIPSA BASIC+ 

Calipsa Basic+ includes Camera Health checks to ensure efficient operations 24/7. Camera Health 
enables the reduction in maintenance costs, as it removes the need to manually check the view, 
positioning, and status of every camera. Daily reports allow you to easily keep track of when a 
camera has been moved, needs cleaning, or when the view has been obstructed for an extended 
time.

PELCO CALIPSA CORE

Introduces additional analytic capabilities that go beyond basic human and vehicle detection. With 
Calipsa Core, you can be informed of suspicious loitering behavior, alerted when watchlist criteria 
is met, updated on count-based alerts of humans and vehicles in a scene, and be notified of crowd 
forming situations — all within a defined region of interest. 

PELCO CALIPSA PRO

Turn your video analytics solution into a powerful cloud-based forensic analysis search tool. With 
Calipsa Pro, you can leverage meta-based attributes to search for events containing similar objects 
or events across multiple cameras. Within seconds, results are presented in a summarized timeline 
that allows you to quickly locate the situation or object of interest. 

Get your free, no-obligation 30-day 
trial of Pelco Calipsa by signing up 
here or scan the QR code.



FEATURE LIST BASIC BASIC+ CORE PRO

OBJECT DETECTION 
Recognize the causes of an alarm and filter out any that are not caused by human or 
vehicle motion.    
CAMERA MASKING  
Draw masks on the camera view to outline areas of disinterest, such as roads, to have 
Calipsa Basic filter them out.    
SCHEDULING 
Set custom schedules on a site-by-site basis to focus your monitoring efforts.    
SITE SHARING 
Share selected sites with operators and security personnel.    
MOBILE APP 
Receive notifications, view alarm history, and arm or disarm your sites from the mobile 
app.    
REPORTS  
Find snapshots of Calipsa Basic’s activity over specific time periods and get automatic 
reports sent to your inbox.    
SCENE CHANGE 
Catch significant changes in the cameras’ scene before they become critical with daily 
camera checks.   
IDLE CAMERA CHECKS 
Provides on-demand idle camera reports enabling you to quickly determine if any 
cameras have been unresponsive for an extended period of time.   
WATCHLISTS 
Inclusion and exclusion lists enable you to upload photos of objects or select from a list 
of previously detected objects to watch or ignore.  
LOITERING DETECTION 
Identify suspicious loitering actively that could lead to a crime.  
CROWD FORMING DETECTION 
Be informed of crowded situations that may indicate an event of concern in progress.  
COUNT-BASED ALERTS 
Receive alerts when a certain count of objects appear in an alarm.  
REGIONS OF INTEREST  
Select important areas of the camera view to receive alerts only when objects enter the 
region of interest.  
SIMILARITY SEARCH 
Quickly search for events that contain similar humans or vehicles of interest. 
META-BASED VIDEO SEARCH
Search for specific alarms using our meta-based forensic search, containing all the 
classifications available in our real-time analytics solution. 
VIDEO SUMMARIZATION
View the results of your forensic search as a single summary video, combining all alarms 
returned by the search into one easy to review video. 
FORENSIC REPORTS 
Generate forensic reports to share with investigation stakeholders. 
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For more information, contact your local Pelco sales representative today.


